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Pro-life and pro-choice movements seemingly pursue drastically different objectives in
the debate over abortion. Using the case of the legal mobilization before the Colombian
Constitutional Court, I ask what happens when these two movements meet in the same
institutional arena. To answer this question, I use an original dataset of legal files and
apply to it distant reading techniques. Content and temporal analysis of judicial
arguments over abortion reveals several counter-intuitive results. Contrary to a
common assumption in the literature on antagonistic social movements, I show that the
interaction between the two movements was not simply reactive. Instead, it led to the
accidental co-creation of a common set of concepts, which gradually allowed each
movement to position itself more clearly with respect to its rival.

INTRODUCTION

In most countries, significant debates and decisions over abortion laws have taken
place within legislative forums. This is the case of Britain, France, Uruguay, Russia,
and Spain, among others (Center for Reproductive Rights, 2019; Fillieule & Broqua,
2020). However, in some countries such as the United States and Colombia, the
contest between pro-life and pro-choice (Esacove, 2004) has chiefly been fought in
court (Halfmann, 2011; Ruibal, 2014). Yet, judicial decisions have severe limitations
(Rosenberg, 1991). Contrary to legal reforms, judgments do not come with a budget
to secure their effectiveness or with public policies to monitor their implementation.
Given these restrictions, we may ask ourselves: why do social movements appeal
abortion laws to courts? Why favor this mechanism (over, say, legislative reform)?
Is it because other—less visible—changes can be effected through this route? Or is it
because the battlefield's choice is not independently determined by them but in
conversation with the opposite movement?
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There is some support for both hypotheses in the literature. One argument in favor
of the first hypothesis emphasizes the opportunities disadvantaged groups have in
courts (O'Connor & Epstein, 1983). Regardless of political polarization, courts
"generally have an obligation to hear and consider a group's grievance, even when
lawmakers do not provide a forum […] they may advance the group's cause even
when political actors and the general public remain relatively hostile" (NeJaime,
2012, p. 665). Further, the meaning of judicial decisions goes well beyond their
immediate legal impact. In particular, it may influence broader social changes by
inducing a symbolic change in the balance of "power and tension [between] actors"
(NeJaime, 2012; see also Fillieule & Broqua, 2020; Rodríguez & Rodríguez, 2010). As
a strategy of social mobilization, legal activism uses the courts to seek structural
changes in society (Burstein, 1991; Sarat & Scheingold, 1998; McCammon &
McGrath, 2015). In short, courts appear to be a key interlocutor for social
movements, an institutional ally whose help can be enlisted more easily and
efficaciously than other public authorities.

However, a social movement's decision to go to court may also be influenced by the
opposite movement's actions (NeJaime, 2012). The United States is the best
documented case regarding abortion rights opponents and supporters and the
relations they built litigating before a court. In 1973 the U.S. Supreme Court decided
the cases of Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton, finding "restrictive abortion laws
unconstitutional" (Rosenberg, 1991. p. 173) and establishing "a limited right to
abortion" (Halfmann, 2011, p. 3). Although this decision represented a victory for
the pro-choice movement, it also spurred a resurgence of pro-life legal strategies
(NeJaime, 2010; Staggenborg, 1991). But this dynamic occurred in the US within a
very specific context: namely, a federal state with a common law tradition and
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influential, well-financed civil organizations in favor of and against abortion
(Rohlinger, 2002). For this reason, we may be tempted to think that, even when the
decision to go to court is initially influenced by the opposite movement's actions, it
is really the strategic role of the judicial system within the broader institutional
context that explains why the dispute durably settles in it.

Nevertheless, there are other institutional contexts where social movements have
also gone to court to litigate their dispute over abortion. This is the case of Colombia,
one of the few developing countries where the main decisions over abortion laws
have occurred at the court level. In this respect, it differs from similar countries
where the discussion took place in Congress, such as Argentina. Colombia is thus a
uniquely suited case to study why abortion rights opponents and supporters go to
court: a unitarian state with a civil law tradition and recent legal mobilizations in
favor of and against abortion rights. It does not offer the sort of institutional
framework that seemingly explained the U.S. case. On the contrary, within this
institutional framework, it would seem, on its face, to make greater sense to pursue
reform at the legislative level. If we assume that social movements are essentially
looking for powerful allies to foster social change, then the decision to go to court
would seem to be a poor strategic choice—a tactical blunder that may be made once
by one movement, but not a continuous policy adopted by both pro-choice and prolife movements.

On the other hand, this policy becomes intelligible if we change our assumptions
about social movements. If instead of focusing on the conversation between
movements and public authorities, we direct our attention to the dialogue between
opposing movements, then the initial gambit of going to courts – the one
institutional body whose explicit mission is to arbitrate disputes – becomes perfectly
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rational, and so does the continued pursuit of a judicial strategy. In this view, a
movement's decision does not simply influence its rival's decision to follow suit. But
the claims made in court by this movement also represent a challenge to the other
movement, which must be answered, on pains of leaving the last word to the
previous claimant. If our hypothesis is correct, then we should see a one-upmanship
dynamic emerge, where every new case brought by one side must be followed by a
counter-claim by the other side.

So, which is it? Is the decision to go to court a matter of institutional context or
strategic interaction? In this article, I propose to arbitrate between these two
competing hypotheses with evidence from the Colombian case. To this end, we will
carefully scrutinize the contents of claims brought to courts. If claims by one party
are largely independent from those of its rival, then we may discard the hypothesis
of strategic interaction. If, furthermore, each successive claim by one party
essentially builds on its own previous claims, then we may cite this as evidence of a
unilateral conversation with the courts. On the other hand, if we find signs of lexical
exchange between claims from opposing parties and growing thematic convergence
over time, we will have evidence of strategic interaction. Because of the ideological
polarization between antagonistic social movements, we tend to imagine them
operating independently from one another. But the sociology of political oppositions
should lead us to expect that even archenemies must share a minimal consensus
over the semantic framework within which they may debate each other (e.g.
Bourdieu, 2000, p. 101).

Despite the literature’s multiple speculations about the structure of incentives that
might explain why social movements go to court, we actually know little about what
occurs when they do: Do they talk past one another because they are exclusively
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focused on getting the court’s attention? Or do they strategically respond to each
other’s actions? In other words, although some research has analyzed the interaction
between the legal arena and social movements (Boutcher, 2010; McCann, 2006), few
have focused on the relations among competing social movements when their
struggle moves to the legal field (Werum & Winders, 2001; Dorf & Tarrow, 2014).
My work tries not only to contribute to these studies, but to add a new aspect to the
discussion: what happens when competing movements meet in court.

This article, then, aims at expanding the literature on antagonistic social movements
in the legal field by adjudicating between two hypotheses with equal prima facie
plausibility, which are often invoked but rarely put to the test. To this end, I mobilize
recently developed tools of formal text analysis and semantic networks
visualization, which have mostly been used so far by students of historical social
movements and past politics (Fuhse et al., 2020; Hoffman et al., 2018; Padgett et al.,
2020; Rule et al., 2015), but have been comparatively rarer in the study of
contemporary movements and politics. These techniques allow me to bring within
a single analytic framework two movements that are usually studied independently,
i.e. the pro-life and pro-choice movements, and to reconstruct the semantic
structures of their respective discourses in a systematic way, instead of taking the
latter for granted (e.g., by assuming that one is “essentially” about “choice” and
“feminism” and the other about “life” and “religion”).

To maintain analytic symmetry between pro-choice and pro-life advocates, I will
treat both as social movements (de Blic & Lemieux, 2005). Contrary to Dorf and
Tarrow (2014), I will not reserve the “social movement” label for one group and treat
the other as a “counter-movement”. For Dorf and Tarrow, a “movement” is the
“group of actors who seek to change the legal and/or social status quo” while a
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“counter-movement” is a group of actors who "seek to preserve the status quo or to
roll back recent changes to the status quo "(Dorf & Tarrow, 2014, p. 451). Yet, rather
than take for granted that a polar opposition between a progressive and a
conservative rhetoric organizes the confrontation between pro-choice and pro-life
movements, I wish to see what semantic structures actually emerge from my dataset.
This is also why I will follow convention in describing the movement that supports
abortion rights as “pro-choice”, and the rival movement as “pro-life”. These labels
have the advantage of describing each movement symmetrically, that is, with
respect to the claims they affirmatively advocate. Even though we may bracket, for
now, the question whether these movements are literally about “choice” and “life”,
this solution is more satisfactory than calling one movement “pro-abortion” and the
other “anti-abortion”.

By the same token, my usage of the phrase “social movements” is purposely
shallow. Traditionally, social movements have been defined as "challengers
opposed by essence to the state" (Fillieule & Broqua, 2020). In contrast, the
movements I propose to study are groups of actors that oppose one another, rather
than the state, whose cooperation they are in fact seeking to enlist via a process of
legal mobilization.

ABORTION IN COLOMBIA

The current Colombian Constitution was adopted in 1991; a Constitutional Court
was established the following year. The new Constitution differs substantially from
that of 1886, which it replaced. In particular, it ushered in an extensive list of
fundamental rights and declared the separation of church and state (effectively
abolishing a century-long concordat between the Catholic Church and the
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Colombian State). Thus, new opportunities along with new legal mechanisms were
created to challenge the validity of the existing legal order, which social movements,
including the pro-choice and pro-life movements, immediately seized. This study
focuses on the constitutional activism of these two movements since 1992. A
preliminary periodization of this process might tentatively distinguish three phases.

In the first period (1994-1997), the pro-choice and pro-life movements filed five
lawsuits over abortion laws before the Constitutional Court. Two were in favor of,
and three against, the legalization of abortion.1 All suits were filed by men, none of
whom acted as representatives of a civic organization. Thus, in the case of pro-choice
lawsuits, feminist organizations were not directly involved during the
Constitutional Court's first years of operation. Instead, feminist activists
piggybacked on lawsuits presented by independent individuals (Jaramillo &
Alfonso, 2008).

This configuration was partially modified in the second period (2001-2006). During
this period, seven cases were presented before the court: four in favor of, and three
against, the legalization of abortion. One of these lawsuits was submitted by a
Catholic priest2, two by a feminist activist supported by a women’s NGO3 (Jaramillo
& Alfonso, 2008), and the other four by individual women. One of these lawsuits
ended with the partial legalization of abortion, through judgment C-355-06, which
authorized abortion in just three cases: (i) risk to woman's health, (ii) fetal
impairment, and (iii) rape.

1

The lawsuits were files D-386, D-973, D1336, D-1396 and, D-1475.
File D-3664.
3
File D-5764 and D-6122.
2
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In the third period (2007-2020), although the pro-life movement filed three
constitutional lawsuits to overrule the partial legalization of abortion, the Court
repeatedly upheld the voluntary termination of pregnancy (VTP) as a fundamental
right. To a large extent, however, this right exists on paper only. There are still
multiple barriers that prevent women from accessing legal and safe abortions. Not
only do the vast majority of abortions remain illegal, but only 3% of the country's
private healthcare providers (Institutos prestadores de salud) have regulated VTP
procedures, and 65% of gynecologists refuse to perform them (Mesa por la Vida y la
Salud de las Mujeres, 2019).

Since the Constitutional Court’s ruling has had almost no impact on the actual access
to VTP, it seems paradoxical that both pro-life and pro-choice movements should
continue to appeal abortion laws to the Court, whether in the hope of extending the
legalization of abortion, or of reverting to the pre-2006 situation. But instead of
speculating over the reasons that both movements may have for adopting this
seemingly self-defeating strategy, we propose to look directly at the claims they
have voiced through the lawsuits they brought in front of the Constitutional Court.

DATA AND METHODS

To investigate the judicial activism of pro-life and pro-choice movements in
Colombia, I created a unique dataset of legal documents. I searched for all abortion
rights lawsuits filed before the Constitutional Court of Colombia between 1992 and
2020. I then selected out so-called "type T" (or "tutela") judgments and "SU" (or
unification) judgments, which only rule on the applicability of the law to individual
cases. As I was interested in legal activists' ability to change the law, I focused on
constitutional judgment sentences (or "type C" judgments)—that is, rulings over the
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constitutionality of the laws criminalizing abortion. I also excluded one lawsuit
because it was only indirectly related to abortion. My final corpus comprises 17 type
C cases. Copy of the lawsuits was obtained from the archive office of the
Constitutional Court. The documents were digitized into machine-readable textual
data and proofread to correct mistakes that might trip analyses based on word
counts and word comparisons. For purposes of standardization, I removed the
documents annexed to the lawsuits, which artificially enhanced the size of some of
the lawsuits, and thus risked creating a quantitative imbalance to which methods of
textual analysis based on word counts are extremely sensitive.

I then applied to this dataset a set of distant-reading techniques that have chiefly
been used by historical sociologists to study vast swaths of institutional and public
archives (Fuhse et al., 2020; Hoffman et al., 2018; Padgett et al., 2020; Rule et al.,
2015). I used a strategy "for automated text analysis that can identify meaningful
categories in textual corpora […] where terms, concepts and language use changes,
and evolution of topical structure is a priori unknown" (Rule et al., 2015, p. 10837).
This strategy is based on a co-occurrence approach, which induces "categories by
relying on terms' joint appearance over a particular unit of text" (Rule et al., 2015).
This strategy thus allowed me to identify the structure of co-occurrence networks
and its evolution over time endogenously—that is, without relying on extra-textual
information (Rule et al., 2015).

The main strength of this sort of analysis is that the data is not codified a priori, on
the basis of the coder’s subjective intuitions (Lee & Martin, 2015). Instead, it allows
the data to speak for itself. Crucially, my research’s goal is to discover the grammar
and meaning structure of my actors, not to impose my own. Besides, as I am
analyzing a contentious social issue that does not seem to offer much common
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ground for a shared meaning structure, I simply do not know what categories would
fit my data. Thus, rather than impose “obvious” categories to my data related to the
overt goals of both movements (e.g., pro-choice movements seek to protect women's
liberties, while their opponents are more concerned with safeguarding the fetus's
right to life), I used methods of textual analysis to discover the multiple meanings
emerging from lexical regularities in my corpus.

As mentioned before, these lawsuits were all filed by individuals and not by
organizations. This is because of the legal requirements of constitutional procedures.
Although some of these lawsuits mentioned that the plaintiffs belonged to an
organization, most did not. As a result, it was not possible to categorize my corpus
by organizational membership. Instead, I created a simple division between lawsuits
depending on whether they sought an extension or a reduction of abortion rights.
Thus, my study of legal mobilization over abortion includes cases brought both by
individuals and organizations (or more precisely, by individuals acting of their own
accord and individuals acting on behalf of a larger organization), as is common in
the legal mobilization literature (Burstein, 1991; Fillieule & Broqua, 2020).

Using a Natural Language Processing (NLP) tool called CorText, I converted my
corpus into a set of statistics via the lexical extraction of the most salient multi-terms
or n-grams (up to 5 words). An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of words, whose
statistical properties can then be modelled. Common stop words were mechanically
removed by CorText. I also manually excluded irrelevant multi-terms (Appendix 1).
On the basis of this data, I first mapped all co-occurrence networks for my entire
corpus to get an overview of the “conversation” between pro-life and pro-choice
movements. I also created a heatmap by superimposing a two-color scale on these
networks, to reveal which groups of words were more likely to be used by pro-life
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lawsuits (and which, by implication, were more likely to be used by their
opponents).

I then analyzed separately the contents of pro-life and pro-choice lawsuits. By
indexing each lawsuit to the year in which it was brought before the Constitutional
Court, I was able to conduct a temporal analysis and observe the evolution of each
group's most relevant multi-terms through the years.4 I also created word trees to
show the hierarchy structure of context words for each group.

ANALYSIS

This analysis will proceed in three steps. First, I explore the extent to which the
rhetoric about abortion differs (or not) across the two movements under study.
Second, I show that, although both movements have effectively converged on the
language of legal rights, they typically use the word “rights” in very different word
contexts. Third, I examine the evolution of the rhetoric of each movement over time,
to see whether there are signs of growing semantic interaction and convergence
between them.

Two worldviews?

Abortion is usually interpreted as one of the most polarizing social issues in the
contemporary political debate (Jelen & Wilcox, 2003). While one side fights for its
full legalization, the other seeks its total ban. Hence, the first thing I wanted to see
was whether the complete network of all lawsuits' lexical was structured around
4

Actually, the lawsuits were indexed by a unique number to avoid lumping two documents issued
in the same year within the same category (see Appendix 2).
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this polar opposition. Since both sides officially pursue radically different agendas,
we would expect to see these differences appear in the language they use. Counterintuitively, though, Figure 1 shows that the majority of lawsuits are closely related.
There is no single general line of fracture dividing the two camps.

To get more fine-grained results, a community detection method was applied to
reveal the main semantic clusters around which lawsuits tended to organize. Some
differences between the two movements appear within the resulting clusters, which
suggests local disagreements about particular issues, rather than an overarching
polarization.

The first cluster (inside the green bubble) is characterized by n-grams related on the
one hand to health issues, such as “mental illnesses” (transtornos mentales), “cerebral
palsy” (parálisis cerebral) or “maternal womb” (vientre materno), and to an emphasis
on human beings (vida humana, ser humano, persona humana). Because health issues
and concerns for human beings are mutually embedded, they suggest both what we
might call an anthropocentric conception of health risks and a biomedical
conception of humanity. These expressions are more likely to be used by the pro-life
movement (lawsuits No. 2, 3, 14 and 16). But these expressions have something else
in common: they were used at the beginning of the legal mobilization (lawsuits 2
and 3) and the end (lawsuits 14 and 16). This suggests a boomerang effect, where the
strategy used at the beginning of the mobilization returns fifteen years later.
Because of their overlap, we may group together the other two large (light green and
yellow) clusters. They include a mix of n-grams that are mostly related to a legal
discourse. On the one hand, we find a technical vocabulary relating to legal
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Figure 1
Network map of all lawsuits related to abortion filed before the Constitutional Court between 1992
and 2020
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strategies and procedures: e.g. “procedural flaws” (vicios de procedimiento),
“jurisprudence of international bodies” (jurisprudencia de instancias internacionales),
“criminal sanction” (sanción penal), or “the article” (el artículo). On the other hand,
we find a large number of n-grams related to fundamental rights: e.g. “women's
rights” (derechos de las mujeres), “human rights” (derechos humanos), “constitutional
rights” (derechos constitucionales), or “right to life” (derecho a la vida). Pro-choice
lawsuits (No. 17, 9, and 11) are more centrally embedded within these two
overlapping clusters.

To be clear: the fact that the most central terms of each cluster is so closely connected
to the central terms of the other two means that, overall, both movements tend to
speak the same language. The differences we saw are differences of emphasis. One
possible interpretation is that pro-life lawsuits tend to couch their arguments a little
more often in terms of health and human-centered concerns, whereas pro-life
lawsuits are a little more likely to use a legalistic language. To check this
interpretation, however, we need a more precise measure of the relative likelihood
different sets of terms will be used by one side or the other. To this end, I created a
heatmap that colored the same semantic networks as Figure 1 in either red or blue,
depending on what that likelihood was.

Figure 2 shows which phrases are more likely to be used by the movement against
abortion rights (dark red), and which by lawsuits in favor of them (dark blue). White,
clear blue, and clear red indicate phrases that are almost as likely to be used by one
side or the other. Two crucial findings emerge from this heatmap.
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Figure 2
Heatmap of lexical used by movements

Note. This heatmap shows how pro-life lawsuits concentrate in certain areas of the network (dark red color),
while pro-choice focus on others (dark blue color).
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First, as our analysis of Figure 1 suggested, what truly divides the two camps is not
so much what words they use, but how likely they are to use one set of words over
the other. Phrases that exclusively belong to one camp are typically infrequent and
peripheral. Figure 3 shows a close-up of some phrases that are almost exclusively
used by pro-life lawsuits, on the one hand, and by pro-choice lawsuits, on the other.
Thus, the n-gram "state of necessity" (estado de necesidad) is mainly found in lawsuit
No. 11 (in favor), whereas the n-gram "information about risks" (información sobre los
riesgos) is found primarily in case No. 16 (against).

Second, (returning to Figure 2) it turns out there is a small but very dense,
white/clear-colored zone of contact between the two camps—that is, a set of concepts
that both sides are equally likely to employ. These are the most ambivalent terms in
the corpus, those that have no fixed meaning, and that each side attempts to redefine
by embedding them in different semantic contexts. This zone comprises just a few
n-grams: “human rights” (derechos humanos), “fundamental right” (derecho
fundamental), “women's rights” (derechos de la mujer), “human being” (ser humano),
“human life” (vida humana), and “human dignity” (dignidad humana). Figure 4 shows
a close-up of this last term and highlights its multiple connections to both pro-life
and pro-choice lawsuits.
In short, our analysis so far has revealed that, contrary to what we might have
expected, the two camps often speak the same language, and merely distinguish
themselves by how likely they are to connect the central terms of the discussion to
more peripheral terms that belong more exclusively to them. To pursue this insight,
we will home in on the way the 10 most frequent phrases in our corpus are used by
each camp.
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Figure 3
Connections of other n-grams

Note. Connections of n-grams that are used exclusively for one movement.

Figure 4
Connections of human dignity's n-gram

Note. The node of “human dignity” (dignidad humana) and its connections with pro-choice and pro-life
lawsuits.
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The language of Rights

Table 1 lists the first 10 n-grams co-occurrences in our corpus. Casual inspection of
these n-grams suggests that the legal mobilization over abortion has been based on
a legal rights discourse. Seven out of ten co-occurrences are about rights: “right to
life” (derecho a la vida), “human dignity” (dignidad humana), “fundamental right”
(derecho fundamental), “right to equality” (derecho a la igualdad), “human rights”,
which is mentioned twice (derechos humanos and Derechos Humanos), and
“constitutional rights” (derechos constitucionales). Although “human dignity”
(dignidad humana) could be considered a general moral principle or a value, it seems
justified in this context to treat it as a legal right. In other words, the shared language
of legal mobilization of pro-life and pro-choice groups is a language of rights.

One might object that this focus on rights is completely unremarkable, because of
the type of tribunal these lawsuits are filed before. One of the functions of
Colombian's Constitutional Court is precisely to protect constitutional rights.
However, the cases I am analyzing are not “type T” actions that explicitly need to
demonstrate that a citizen’s fundamental right has been violated. In contrast, my
corpus is entirely made of constitutional lawsuits, which seek to show that a legal
norm goes against the constitution. This means that it is not necessary that it should
be couched in a legal rights language.
Now, does using a common language of rights mean that the movements for and
against abortion rights are actually speaking of the same thing? To answer this
question, I isolated all occurrences of the word "right" in my corpus and hierarchized
the words with which it tended to co-occur. I conducted this analysis separately for
each camp.
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Table 1
First 10 co-occurrences of n-grams extracted from all lawsuits
Main form
derecho a la vida
dignidad humana
derecho fundamental
derecho a la igualdad
derechos humanos
aborto en casos
vida humana
Derechos Humanos
derechos constitucionales
delito de aborto

Forms
derecho a la vida|&|derechos a la vida
dignidad humana
derecho fundamental|&|derechos
fundamentales
derecho a la igualdad|&|derecho a
igualdad
derechos humanos
aborto en casos|&|aborto en los casos
vida humana|&|vidas humanas
Derechos Humanos
derechos constitucionales|&|derecho
constitucional
delito de aborto

Cooccurrences
1164
1159
1100
1041
1032
1011
1010
981
966
960

Note. This table shows the main co-occurrences of multi-grams extracted from the complete set of data.
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A first and extremely intuitive result is that in both cases we see a grammatical
bifurcation between “right(s) of” and “right(s) to”, which roughly corresponds to a
familiar juridical distinction between right-holders and entitlements. We preserved
this distinction to see whether the two camps disagreed on both the characterization
of right-holders and the nature of rights at play in abortion laws or on just one of
these two aspects of the issue.

Figure 5 shows that the multi-gram “right of” (derecho de) is mainly associated with
“women”, when used in pro-choice lawsuits. But women appear under different
guises: as women and deciders (mujeres + decider and mujer + tomar + decisiones), as
persons (personas, persona), and as spouses (pareja). These different roles, however,
all treat women as holding rights independently of the situation in which pregnancy
places them. Instead, women have rights because they are free legal persons, with a
sexual identity and a marital status.
Figure 6 shows the words associated with the phrase “right to” (derecho a) for prochoice lawsuits. Remarkably, there is not just one, but several, such rights: the “right
to health” (salud), “life” (vida), “equality” (igualdad), “VTP” (IVE), “liberty” (libertad),
“intimacy” (intimidad), and “choice” (decidir). This finding chimes with the idea that
the subjects of these rights are entitled to them not because of the particular
circumstances in which a pregnancy places them, but because they are legal subjects
in the broadest sense of the term. That is, this list of rights is as extensive as the legal
characterization of the right-holder is broad.
We go on to see that the exact opposite relation holds for the anti-abortion rights
movement.
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Figure 5
Word tree of the term "right of" (derecho de) found in the pro-choice lawsuits

Figure 6
Word tree of the term "right to" (derecho a) found in the pro-choice lawsuits
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Thus, on the one hand, Figure 7 shows a broader list of competing right-holders:
“children” (niños, hijos), “women” (mujer), and “persons with disabilities” (personas
con discapacidad). Further, when women are mentioned as subjects of rights, it is no
longer as full legal persons, but exclusively in light of the situation in which
pregnancy places them (mujer + embarazada, gestante, madres). Inversely to this
extended list of right-holders, Figure 8 shows that there really is only one right
claimed by the pro-life movement—namely, the right to life (or more exactly, to
“life” + “health”). Other rights such as “human dignity” (dignidad humana),
“individual freedom” (libertad individual), and “equality” (igualdad) are much less
frequently mentioned.
In short, while both camps tend to couch their lawsuits in terms of rights, they differ
both with respect to how they characterize the relevant right-holders (women as
autonomous persons, and women as mothers of children who are themselves rightholders) and the sort of rights they may be entitled to (choice-life-health-equalityfreedom, versus life simpliciter). Further, the pro-choice movement tends to embed
the issue of abortion within the broadest legal context possible. In contrast, pro-life
lawsuits tend to embed the issue in the narrow context of pregnancy, as if the latter
created an extraordinary situation in which broader legal considerations had no
relevance. This is a particularly interesting finding, as it allows us to recast the
traditional opposition between the two movements (pro-choice vs. pro-life) as a
difference of legal emphasis. Thus, while one side sees the issue as nonproblematically falling under normal legal principles, the other sees it instead as an
exceptional circumstance to which all other fundamental rights must be
subordinated.
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Figure 7
Word tree of the term "right of" (derecho de) found in the pro-life lawsuits

Figure 8
Word tree of the term "right to" (derecho a) found in the pro-life lawsuits
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Convergences and interactions over time

The previous two sections brought out the main semantic structures organizing our
corpus. To carry out these analyses, however, we had to bracket a key factor: i.e.
time. Yet, our corpus is the cumulative product of a dynamic process of nearly three
decades. It is therefore important to understand how the structures revealed by our
analysis so far emerged during this period. Were they already in place from the very
start? Did they gradually arise? Or did they suddenly take over, at some point in
time? Some initial clues about the effect of time can be inferred from looking
separately at the chains of lawsuits filed respectively by the pro-life and the prochoice movements.

Figure 9 shows the structure and the dynamics of all pro-life lawsuits. A community
detection analysis reveals that almost all of these lawsuits (No. 2, 3, 5, 10, 14) fall
within the same cluster. However, the last lawsuits filed before the Court (No. 15
and 16) form a distinct cluster. This suggests that a change of rhetoric took place
fairly recently. At the same time, however, No. 16, the last lawsuit filed before the
Court, is located closely to the first cluster, because it includes the language of almost
all the other documents. That means that this lawsuit was able to capture the lexical
innovations introduced by lawsuit 15 and synthetize them with the main terms from
previous cases.

We can characterize the nature of this rhetorical shift more precisely by looking at
the language contained within each cluster. In the first (green) cluster, a large
number of phrases reflect an anthropocentric concern: “human person” (persona
humana), “respect for human dignity” (respeto de la dignidad humana), “human
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species” (especie humana), “human nature” (naturaleza humana), and “members of the
human family” (miembros de la familia humana). In contrast, the second and third
(clear green and orange) clusters contain a number of health-related phrases: e.g.
“postpartum syndrome” (síndrome postparto), “abortive procedures” (procedimientos
abortivos), “gestation time” (tiempo de gestación), “gestation weeks” (semanas de
gestación), “women's health” (salud de la mujer), “gestation age” (edad gestacional),
“severe malformation” (grave malformación), and “months of pregnancy” (meses de
embarazo).

Thus, the conjunction of a human-centered and a health-centered discourse, which
we found earlier to be characteristic of the pro-life movement, turns out to be fairly
recent. The movement initially focused on anthropocentric concerns, then swerved
to medical concerns, before fusing these two themes in its very last lawsuit. It would
therefore seem that the rhetorical configuration that structurally distinguishes it
from its opponents is, strangely enough, the end result of nearly three decades of
confrontation, and not, as we might have initially imagined, a reflection of an a priori,
ideological division.
Did something similar happen for the rival movement? And if so, did it happen at
around the same time? Figure 10 maps all pro-choice lawsuits from 1995 to 2020,
within the semantic network of the most frequently co-occurring n-grams. Whereas
their opponents only belatedly changed the sort of language they used, the prochoice movement constantly alternated between two clusters of terms. The first
cluster (inside the yellow bubble) mostly comprises technical legalisms, such as “the
article” (el artículo), “criminal code” (código penal), “international law” (derecho
internacional), “unconstitutionality motion” (demanda de inconstitucionalidad),
“previous subsection” (inciso anterior), and “judicial officer” (funcionario judicial).
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Figure 9
Network map of pro-life lawsuits
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Figure 10
Network map of lawsuits in favor of abortion
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The second cluster (orange), in contrast, contains many of the “rights to” (e.g. life,
intimacy, equality) that were previously discussed. But then, the very last lawsuit
(No. 17) breaks with this pattern, by embedding itself within a third cluster (green),
which comprises many health-related phrases (e.g. servicios de salud, vida y salud,
salud de las mujeres, derecho a la salud) and more “rights of” and “rights to” phrases
(e.g. derecho fundamental, derechos de las personas, derechos fundamentals de las mujeres,
derecho a la salud). Thus, like their opponents, the pro-abortion rights movement
closes this cycle with a “medicalization” of its rhetoric, but contrarily to their
opponents, they embed this new concern for health within a discourse on rights,
rather than a discourse on human-centered concerns.

The previous two maps give us a very rough sense of how and when each side came
to adjust its rhetoric. To get a more precise picture, we will now zoom in on the
evolution of the terms most frequently used by both movements.

Figure 11 and 12 describe how the most frequently used phrases of each camp
behaved between 1994 and 2020. Strikingly, the rhetoric of the pro-choice movement
varies wildly up to 2005. It then stabilizes. For this second period, there are no multiterms that stand out more than others. We can readily interpret this change as a
result of the Constitutional Court’s 2006 decision to partially legalize abortion. After
this landmark ruling, some phrases that were often used in the first years of the
mobilization, such as “criminal code” (código penal), and “the article” (el artículo),
either disappear or become much less frequent. In contrast, the rhetoric of the prolife movement exhibits a much more instable pattern. Indeed, it does not seem that
the 2006 ruling that partially legalized abortion has had the same effect on this
movement as on its rival.
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Figure 11
Temporal variations of the 20 most frequent n-grams for pro-choice lawsuits (1994-2020).

Figure 12
Temporal variations of the 20 most frequent n-grams for pro-life lawsuits (1994-2020).
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Quite apart from these patterns, Figures 11 and 12 also allow us to trace the
emergence of a few key phrases back to one movement or the other. Thus, it appears
that the pro-life movement started emphasizing the language of “rights” in the '90s,
well before their opponents. For example, the pro-life movement started to make
frequent use of n-grams such as "right to life" and "fundamental rights" in this
decade. The pro-choice movement only began to make frequent use of multi-terms
such as "right to life" and "constitutional rights" after 2005. In exchange, other multiterms were first given salience by the pro-choice. This is the case of the phrase
“women's health”, which became popular within this movement as early as 2005. It
is only after 2017 that the pro-life started making frequent use of the multi-gram
“physical health”.

Here, then, we have clear evidence of lexical cross-influences between movements.
Some phrases are initially popularized by one camp, and later appropriated by the
other, either literally, or through some minor variant. Moreover, these are not banal
or secondary phrases, but the key terms around which each camp reorganized its
entire rhetoric, in their most recent lawsuits. No less remarkable is the fact that,
while both movements have symmetrically influenced one another in what they talk
about and how they talk about it, the Constitutional Court, who is nominally the
addressee of all their claims, has not. That is, while the Court’s 2006 ruling seemingly
influenced the rhetorical pattern of the pro-choice movement, it has had no such
effect on their opponents.
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DISCUSSION

In closing, we discuss two implications of our analysis: one is specific to the issue of
abortion, while the other is broadly relevant to the question of the interaction
between antagonistic social movements.

The language of legal rights

One of this paper’s major findings is that the pro-choice and pro-life movements
both largely frame their arguments in terms of legal rights. Thus, when I analyzed
the complete set of co-occurrences of my corpus, I found that seven out of the ten
most frequent co-occurrences were related to rights: the right to life, human dignity,
and equality; fundamental, human, and constitutional rights. These are central
terms for both movements. For example, "human dignity” appears in most of the
lawsuits, regardless of their position about abortion.

Of course, since they are talking about the same issue within the same institutional
context, we should expect both movements to talk about similar topics: “abortion”,
“crime”, or “criminal code” are all phrases that are bound to pop up in every lawsuit.
But why rights? Some authors have argued that the pro-life movement has been
“increasingly claiming they are trying to benefit women” (Anderson, 2015, p. 146).
We might therefore be tempted to assume that this is a rhetorical strategy to rebrand
themselves as champions of the rights of women and not as enemies or oppressors.
Yet, we saw that the pro-life movement not only talks about women’s rights but also
emphasizes the rights of other legal subjects (e.g. individuals with disabilities and
children). Further, we observed that the pro-life movement actually started
emphasizing rights long before the pro-choice movement. Thus, the convergence on
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a legal rights discourse does not seem to fit the hypothesis of a reactive or adaptive
strategy, whereby one movement appropriates its opponent’s vocabulary to avoid
stigma (Jaramillo & González, 2021). Instead, our evidence suggests that this
vocabulary was dynamically co-constructed by both movements.

This challenges the view that the pro-life and pro-choice movement are engaged on
diverging and irreconcilable paths. For example, Rohlinger states that “there is a
clear division between the two sides of the debate (`pro-choice’ and `pro-life’),
meaning the organizations do not use overlapping cultural resonances” (Rohlinger,
2002, p. 484). Indeed, Rohlinger asserts that the language of legal rights is
characteristic of the pro-choice movement, and that the pro-life movement, in
contrast, more readily speaks of moral values: “[the] ’rights’ frame argues that
women have the civil and constitutional right to control their bodies, while the
‘morals’ frame posits that sanctity of human life is the most important value and, as
such, abortion is a sin against God and man” (Rohlinger, 2002, p. 485).

In contrast, our evidence shows a significant area of lexical overlapping around legal
rights. But I agree with Rohlinger that the language of legal rights has a strategic
value (Rohlinger, 2002). Both movements have deployed this language in a
particular institutional setting-- i.e. the Constitutional Court--where this language is
particularly cogent. But it is precisely because they pursue different strategic goals
that this language acquires distinct meanings for each movement. Thus, although
both movements fluently speak the language of legal rights, what these rights ought
to be, and who ought to receive them, vary depending on their position about
abortion.
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“Women”, in general, are the main beneficiaries of the rights advocated by the prochoice movement. In contrast, the pro-choice movement refers to “women” in a
narrow capacity (i.e. as mothers) and extends the list of potential right-holders to
children and individuals with disabilities. Further, there is an inverse relation
between the number of rights and right-holders identified by each movement. Thus,
while the pro-choice movement emphasizes a single right-holder (“women”) it
advocates for a long list of rights: the right to health, life, equality, VTP, liberty,
intimacy, autonomy, dignity, security, integrity, and choice. On the other hand, the
pro-life movement gives priority to a specific right, the right to life, but seeks to
guarantee it to a larger group of right-holders. In short, the pro-life movement
contemplates fewer rights for more categories of people, while the pro-choice
movement seeks more rights for fewer categories of people.

Antagonistic interactions

The issue of rights illustrates a larger problem: even when the social movements
literature examines the interaction between antagonistic movements, it tends to
treat this interaction as a dependent variable, largely determined by the
preexistence of a social or political antagonism. But our evidence suggests that an
explicit opposition between the pro-choice and pro-life movement gradually
emerged through time, instead of organizing from the start the space of rhetorical
contention.

The problem of the relationship between antagonistic social movements is a wellidentified theme in the literature (Dorf & Tarrow, 2014). One of the main
consensuses in this literature is the existence of a symbiotic relationship, with "the
actions of one affecting the choices and the repertoire of the other" (Fetner, 2008, p.
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119). In a competitive public space, each movement has a direct, continuous, and
diverse impact on the opposite movement's tactics and strategies (Carnac, 2020;
Rohlinger, 2002; Werum & Winders, 2001). In other words, "movements and
countermovements become part of the political and legal opportunity structure of
each other" (Meyer and Staggenborg as quoted in Dorf & Tarrow, 2014).

Yet, precisely because it takes for granted that social movements must fall in a
binary antagonism, itself structured along a very conventional progressiveconservative dichotomy (as reflected by the decision to distinguish “movements”
from “counter-movements”), the literature tends to reduce the interactions between
competing movements to a simplistic tit-for-tat model: one model does something,
and the other retaliates in kind (Staggenborg, 1991; Fetner, 2008; Dorf & Tarrow,
2014). In this view, one movement’s efforts to recruit an ally or its adoption of a
collective frame forces its rivals to follow suit. This mechanism accounts for the
limited influence movements may have on each other’s frames, language,
repertories, and discourses (Burke & Bernstein, 2014; Dugan, 2004; Fetner, 2001,
2008; Staggenborg, 1991).

To illustrate this model, we may cite two analytic propositions by Carnac (2020),
and two corresponding empirical examples from Staggenborg’s (1991) study of the
mobilization around abortion in the U.S. The first proposition is that, "[b]y entering
an arena, a movement can force the opposite movement to follow it" (Carnac, 2020,
p. 65). In this spirit, Staggenborg (1991) argues that the pro-choice movement in the
U.S. was driven to lobbying legislative actors because the pro-life movement had
previously escalated its actions before Congress. The second proposition is that:
“The presence of an opposing movement is likely to provoke or intensify ‘frame
disputes’ [...] within a movement, since it introduces an additional framing
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constraint” (Carnac, 2020, p. 65). In the same spirit, again, Staggenborg shows that
the use of photographs and videos of fetuses by the pro-life movement influenced
the adoption of visual displays by their rivals (Staggenborg, 1991).

While these propositions are true as far as they go, they only capture part of the total
picture. The reason is that antagonistic movements are treated as exogenous
variables on each other’s lines of action (Carnac, 2020; Fetner, 2008; Rohlinger, 2002;
Stone, 2016; Werum & Winders, 2001). In contrast, we have proposed to place them
within the same analytic framework. Beyond at-a-distance influences, we have
sought to show that the pro-choice and pro-life movements interacted in a more
fundamental way, to jointly create different rhetorics about abortion. Like Esacove
(2004), we found a process of semantic co-construction between adversaries. This
process of co-construction remains invisible as long as we focus on each movement
separately from the other, or only take the rival movement’s presence into account
through the indirect influence its actions and strategic choices may have on the
personal opportunity structure of the first movement.

When we bring antagonistic movements into the same analytical framework,
however, we observe more subtle cross-influences. Thus, in our analysis of the
Colombian pro-choice and pro-life movements, we uncovered several counterintuitive results. First, rather than being characterized by largely independent sets
of claims, we found that the two movements share a great many concepts. They
differ, instead, in which of these concepts they emphasize, and in how they connect
some concepts with others. For instance, both movements employ a rich vocabulary
of terms related to health and rights; only, the pro-life movement uses health terms
somewhat more frequently, while the pro-choice movement speak more often of
women's rights. Further, when the pro-life movement talks about women’s rights, it
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tends to embed them within a larger group of competing right-holders (such as
children and individuals with disabilities).

Second, we found that the two movements did not merely respond to terms put
forth by the other, but that they heavily appropriated them, and indeed, jointly
contributed to the progressive salience of certain phrases and concepts. Thus, I not
only found that the pro-life movement used some terms (e.g. “fundamental rights”)
before the pro-choice movement, and the other way around (“women’s health”), but
that these later became signature terms for the movement that adopted them. We
may therefore say that the pro-choice and pro-life movements have taken advantage
of meeting within the same institutional setting to engage in a genuine conversation
(Esacove, 2004).

The other key finding from this paper, then, is that the pro-choice and pro-life
movements did not simply transpose a preexisting adversarial structure into
rhetorical terms as they moved to the judicial arena. Instead, they had to create this
structure, almost from scratch—that is, from the disparate materials that they each
brought with them, one case after another. In Carnac words (2020), when opposite
movements “engage in the same arenas, they tend to develop similar
[organizational] forms in order to compete with each other more efficiently”
(Carnac, 2020, p. 65). Although my data did not allow me to study the organizational
forms assumed by these movements, it does suggest that, by engaging in the same
judicial arena, they developed comparable semantic structures to debate more
efficiently.
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Conclusion

Why do abortion rights opponents and supporters go to court? Drawing from an
intensive analysis of the Colombian case, I found evidence that these two
movements established a conversation with one another through the Constitutional
Court. This conversation, however, was not so much a byproduct of strategic—that
is planned—interaction, but rather the unintended consequence of petitioning the
court. Our analysis thus helps us move beyond the binary alternative we sketched
out in our introduction. Whether the purpose of social movements in going to court
is to look for an institutional ally to further their individual agenda or to fight back
against the initiative taken by their opponent, the end-result is the accidental cocreation of a shared semantic universe. While to some extent this universe implies
the mutual alignment of pro-choice and pro-life movements, it also affords them the
possibility of staking out definite positions within the common landscape. Thus,
while the two movements initially talked at cross purposes, so that they did not so
much oppose one another as stand in each other’s way, they eventually constructed
a rhetorical field of positions, within which a genuine opposition could emerge.
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Appendix 1
Multi-terms excluded from analysis.

Lawsuits against
Demandas de
inconstitucionalidad
Existencia de
Momento de
Derechos de
Caso concreto
Parte de
Consecuencia de
Vida de
Miembros de
Protección de
Reconocimiento de
Relación con
Acuerdo con
En efecto
Mayoría de
En consecuencia
Fruto de
Respecto de

Lawsuits in favor
Derecho a
Derechos de
Virtud de
Derecho fundamental a
Parte de
Relación con
Efectos de
Mujeres en
En consecuencia
Por ejemplo
Consecuencia de
Acceso a
Violación a
Mismo sentido
Aborto en
Observaciones finales
Contexto de
Autonomía de
Protección de
En efecto
Través de
Ejercicio de
Negrilla y el subrayado
Derecho constitucional a
Honorable Corte

Total lawsuits
Demandas de
inconstitucionalidad
derecho a
derecho de
parte de
vida de
caso concreto
relación con
protección de
mujeres en
efectos de
caso de
En efecto
virtud de
derecho fundamental a
autonomía de
través de
existencia de
Observaciones finales
mismo sentido
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Appendix 2
Name for the analysis given to the files.

Name for
analysis

Year

File number in the
Constitutional Court

Type of lawsuit

1

1994

D-386

In favor

2

1995

D-973

Against

3

1997

D-1336

Against

4

1997

D-1396

In favor

5

1997

D-1475

Against

7

2001

D-3292

Against

8

2002

D-3664

Against

9

2005

D-5764

In favor

10

2005

D-5807

Against

11

2006

D-6122

In favor

12

2006

D-6123

In favor

13

2006

D-6124

In favor

14

2016

D-11058

Against

15

2017

D-11719

Against

16

2019

D-13255

Against

17

2020

D-13956

In favor
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